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Chair Farenthold, Ranking Member Paskett, and members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate 
today’s opportunity to talk with you all about our experiences working with the Corps of 
Engineers (Corps) and how we might improve our working relationships with the agency.  The 
Upper Mississippi River Basin Association (UMRBA) was formed in 1981 by the Governors of 
Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, and Wisconsin to serve as a forum for coordinating river-
related state programs and policies and for collaborating with federal agencies on regional issues.  
As such, UMRBA works closely with the Corps on a variety of programs and projects for which 
the Corps has responsibility.  In addition, all five of UMRBA’s member states work directly with 
the Corps as non-federal cost share sponsors of construction projects.   
 
Multi-Purpose Management 
 
The Upper Mississippi River System is both a multi-billion dollar economic engine and a 
majestic, treasured ecosystem abundant with fish and wildlife – generating revenues in excess of 
$584 billion annually and supporting over 1.86 million jobs in manufacturing, agriculture, 
tourism, recreation, navigation, and energy sectors.  At the same time, the Upper Mississippi 
River also provides an irreplaceable water supply source for citizens and communities 
throughout the Midwest.  Over 60 percent of America’s corn and soybean exports move through 
the Upper Mississippi, ensuring farmers’ competitiveness in the world market.  Additionally, the 
Upper Mississippi supports a $24.6 billion tourism and recreation industry built upon the serenity 
and adventure of the river’s landscape and abundant opportunities for fishing and hunting. 
 
Recognizing the tremendous ecological and economical value of the Upper Mississippi to the 
region and nation, Congress declared in 1986 that the river is “a nationally significant ecosystem 
and a nationally significant commercial navigation system.”  Congress has since remained 
committed to that vision, funding programs and projects in all federal agencies that aim to 
improve its economic and ecological health and resilience. 
 
The Upper Mississippi is a highly complex and dynamic ecosystem that is foundational to the 
Midwest and national economy, but faces substantial challenges to its integrity and sustainability.  
Disruptions from flooding and sedimentation affect millions and degrade the river ecosystem.  
Managing the river system is also complex as any actions affect a wide range of economic, 
ecological, and social factors.  Thoughtful and deliberative dialogue among federal, state, and 
local stakeholders is required to determine the most efficient, effective, and sustainable solutions.   
 



For decades, UMRBA and its five member states have worked hand-in-hand with the Corps and 
our other federal partners as well as local communities, levee districts, industry, and 
conservation, labor, and commodity groups.  Overall, the Corps has been a strong partner is the 
states’ pursuit of integrated, balance, adaptive, collaborative management of the Upper 
Mississippi.  The three Corps Districts covering the Upper Mississippi basin (i.e., St. Paul, Rock 
Island, and St. Louis) have helped the states to foster a deeply-rooted culture of interagency 
partnership that has been critical in sustaining and enhancing the river’s many economic, 
ecological, and social values.   
 
Challenges driving the Corps’ management of the river system seem to stem from budget and 
policy constraints that are outside of District staff control.  While District staff have done a 
tremendous job of working within these constraints, the Upper Mississippi states are concerned 
with the Corps’ ability to continue to maintain a safe and reliable navigation system, manage 
flood risk, and ensure a healthy ecosystem that can support the diverse community of native fish 
and wildlife species.  Still, we have found that District staff are committed to working with river 
partners to find the best solutions under its agency’s constraints as well as to any financial and 
policy constraints of its local partners. 
 
Project Partnership Agreements 
 
Of particular interest to the Upper Mississippi basin states are the existing terms of the Corps 
cost-share agreements for working with non-federal sponsors, namely project partnership 
agreements (PPAs).  In advancing our shared commitment to multi-use management as described 
above, the states and Corps Districts work collaboratively to develop solutions through sound 
water resource projects.  In addition, local communities and nonprofit organizations also serve as 
key partners in sponsoring water resource solutions constructed by the Corps.   
 
However, the Corps requires that non-federal sponsors assume complete liability for the 
constructed projects (except for when fault or negligence is proven) and operations and 
maintenance responsibilities in perpetuity.   These terms are simply not acceptable to many 
states, local communities, and nonprofit organizations.  At a fundamental level, the terms 
conflict with many states’ constitutions and tort law.  The undefined terms and costs for liability 
and O&M are also unreasonable and unacceptable to the Corps local partners. 
 
We are very encouraged that the Subcommittee is interested in hearing from the Corps’ partners 
to understand our experiences and perspectives and to work on solutions that would allow the 
Corps to work more efficiently and effectively with us.  Congress understands the Corps’ PPA 
terms to be problematic.  Section 1013 of the 2014 Water Resource and Reform Development 
Act (WRRDA) directed the Corps to contract with the National Academy of Public 
Administration to employ a comprehensive review of the preparation, negotiation, and approval 
of PPAs.  However, no progress has been made and many important water resource projects have 
been stalled or withdrawn as a result. 
 
Given Congress’ and the Administration’s preference for projects to be cost shared with non-
federal sponsors over projects paid at full federal expense, it will be imperative to resolve the 
impediments to PPA execution so that important water resource projects can be implemented and 
taxpayer money is not wasted finding alternative solutions.  



 
Indemnification 
 
Currently, the Corps requires that the non-federal cost share sponsor fully indemnify the federal 
government, basing that requirement on Section 103(j)(1) and Section 101(j) of the 1986 Water 
Resources Development Act.  The enclosed June 30, 2016 letter from Corps Director of Civil 
Works Steve Stockton explained that Congressional action is required to create a more shared 
approach to liability.   
 
We believe that the following provision would resolve the legal challenges for states, local 
communities, and nonprofit organizations entering into cost share PPAs with the Corps by 
allowing for more shared approach to liability.  While the language is specific to states, we 
understand that it would trigger the Corps to rewrite its liability provision in the cost-share 
agreements that it uses for local communities and nonprofit organizations. 
 

Section X – Enabling State Sponsorship 

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no Federal requirement that a 
State indemnify the Federal government as a condition of carrying out a 
water resources development project shall apply if such requirement is 
incompatible with relevant State law. 

 
Indemnifying the federal government is in direct conflict with states’ constitution and laws for 
the following two reasons.  One, the Corps requires the non-federal sponsor to essentially 
promise financial resources for an indeterminate liability that might occur at an unknown time, at 
an unknown cost, and for an unknown reason.  For example, Minnesota’s Constitution Article XI 
Section 1 states that no money may be paid out of the treasury except pursuant to an 
appropriation.  In addition, Minnesota statute (i.e., §16A.15, subd.3 and §16A.138) does not 
allow the state to obligate funding without an encumbrance against an appropriation and do not 
allow for incurring any indebtedness of any nature on behalf of the state until an appropriation 
for it has been made by the legislature.  Second, the Corps requires the non-federal sponsor to 
assume liability beyond the extent to which many states’ tort law permits.   
 
Non-federal sponsors are required to execute the PPAs, with the liability clause, early in the 
planning stage and before the designs are complete.  The Corps then takes full control of the land, 
design of the project, and agreements with the construction contractors.  The Corps is also the only 
point-of-contact to the construction contractors.  This results in a completely one-sided approach to 
project design, implementation, and assumption of risk that favors the federal government.   
 
Operations, Maintenance, Repair, Rehabilitation, and Replacement 
 
Historically, the Corps limited the non-federal sponsors’ operations, maintenance, repair, 
rehabilitation, and replacement (OMRR&R) obligations to 50 years, which is the expected life of 
a constructed project.  In 2012, the Corps changed its policy that requires non-federal sponsors to 
maintain responsibility for OMRR&R obligations in perpetuity.  This shift has resulted in the 
loss cost share partners at a time when the federal government is promoting its partnerships with 
the states and private entities.  



 
The 2016 Water Infrastructure Improvements for the Nation (WIIN) Act attempted to bring some 
resolution to non-federal OMRR&R obligations.  Section 1161 caps non-federal sponsors’ 
OMRR&R obligations to 10 years following the Corps’ determination that the project’s physical 
features are functioning as intended.  The decision process is integrated into existing adaptive 
management evaluations for individual projects.  However, the non-federal sponsor remains 
dependent on the Corps as to when its O&M obligations are complete.  It also does not provide 
the specificity needed for sponsors to estimate total project costs.  Therefore, we are seeking the 
following provision to restore the 50-year cap as an option: 
 

Section X – Completion of Ecosystem Restoration Projects 

Section 1161 of the Water Infrastructure Improvements for the Nation Act 
of 2016 (33 U.S. C. 2330a) is amended by adding at the end of paragraph (e) 
“or at the end of 50 years if the Secretary fails to act within that timeframe.” 

 
Donated Goods 
 
We also understand that the Corps does not credit nonprofit organizations for the value of donated 
goods that are specifically provided for a project that it sponsors.  This is because the transaction is 
completed before the project and therefore appears as $0 in accounting.  We believe that the 
addition of nonprofit organizations to sponsor Corps projects provides great opportunities to 
improve the nation’s water resources and that the accounting policy should be resolved.   
 

 

Kirsten Mickelsen, Executive Director 
Upper Mississippi River Basin Association 
408 St. Peter Street, Ste 415 
St. Paul, Minnesota  55102 
651-224-2880 
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Kirsten Mickelsen is the Executive Director for the Upper Mississippi River Basin Association.  

The Association is a 5-state interstate organization formed by the Governors of Illinois, Iowa, 

Minnesota, Missouri, and Wisconsin to coordinate the states’ river-related programs and policies 

and work with federal agencies that have river responsibilities.  In her position, Mickelsen 

develops regional positions, advocates the states’ collective interests before Congress and the 

federal agencies, and facilitates and fosters interagency coordination, cooperation, and 

communication. 
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